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Executive Summary 
A number of security vulnerabilities in the CoDeSys Control Runtime System were disclosed in 
January 2012. In October 2012, fully functional attack tools were also released to the general public.  

While CoDeSys is not widely known in the SCADA and ICS field, its product is embedded in many 
popular PLCs and industrial controllers from such vendors as ABB, DEIF, Eaton, Hitachi, 
Schneider, Turck and Wago.  This list of reputable vendors represents only a fraction of those that 
are potentially vulnerable, and includes devices used in all sectors of manufacturing and 
infrastructure. As a result, there is a risk that criminals or political groups may attempt to exploit 
them for either financial or ideological gain.  

This White Paper summarizes the currently known facts about these vulnerabilities and associated 
attack tools. It also provides guidance regarding a number of mitigations and compensating 
controls that operators of SCADA and ICS systems can take to protect critical operations. 

Background 
In late 2011, Digital Bond initiated a research effort entitled “Project Basecamp” which assembled a 
team of volunteer researchers to highlight and demonstrate what they felt were insecure design 
aspects of a wide range of SCADA and DCS field devices. These devices included the following: 

• General Electric D20ME 
• Koyo / DirectLOGIC H4-ES 
• Rockwell Automation Allen-Bradley ControlLogix 
• Rockwell Automation Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 
• Schneider Electric Modicon Quantum 
• Schneider Electric / Control Microsystems SCADAPack 
• Schweitzer SEL-2032 
• Wago IPC 758-870 

The results of this project were then publically disclosed on January 19, 2012 during the SCADA 
Security Scientific Symposium (S4) in Miami Beach during a 2-hour session lead by (then) Digital 
Bond’s researcher Reid Wightman. At the time of the disclosure in January, Digital Bond also 
coordinated the release of several Metasploit modules providing automated means to exploit the 
disclosed vulnerabilities. In some cases, they also released corresponding plug-ins for the SCADA 
component of the Nessus Professional Feed vulnerability scanning framework. 

As of the time of this White Paper (i.e. up to and including Metasploit revision 16038), the following 
modules are available for the Metasploit Framework: 

• GE D20 (2 modules) 
• Koyo DirectLOGIC ECOM (1 module) 
• RA ControlLogix (1 module) 
• Schneider Electric Quantum (3 modules) 

On October 25, 2012, Reid Wightman provided two additional tools pertaining to vulnerabilities 
associated with the Wago IPC device, specifically targeting the CoDeSys Control Runtime System 
that is part of the Wago IPC 758-870 device originally included in Project Basecamp. These tools 
have been made available in the form of a Python script, which can easily be run from any number 
of operating systems, and are included by default with many security testing environments such as 
Backtrack. 

Smart Software Solutions, or 3S as they are commonly referred, is the developer of the CoDeSys 
product line, and licenses this technology to a large number of device manufacturers. This makes it 
very difficult to pinpoint the exact number of devices that could be potentially impacted by this 
vulnerability. The Reference section of this document provides a link to an interactive web page 
which allows users to search for specific products that may be affected by this vulnerability.  
Additional details are provided in the section “What Control/SCADA Devices are Affected” below. 
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The list of potentially vulnerable products covers devices used in nearly all sectors of manufacturing 
and infrastructure.  

The Python script code used to exploit these vulnerabilities can not only impact the availability of 
the target device in the form of a loss-of-control or loss-of-view situation, but also impact the 
integrity of the associated ICS. This includes impacts such as unauthorized modification of 
contents, code, and potentially firmware resident on the device. 

We are currently unaware of any malware or cyber attacks taking advantage of these security 
vulnerabilities and tools, but there is a significant risk that criminals or political groups may 
attempt to exploit them for either financial or ideological gain. Without additional precautions and 
security controls, attacks using these vulnerabilities could be difficult to both detect and prevent in 
existing installations. 

Vulnerability Details 
What is it? 

The CoDeSys environment or “Automation Suite” is divided into three basic layers:  Development, 
Communication, and Device. The vulnerabilities disclosed target the Device layer and in particular, 
the CoDeSys Control Runtime System.  

The vulnerability disclosure makes numerous references to the “ladder logic runtime engine”, but 
this is technically incorrect as the CoDeSys environment is based on the IEC 61131-3 programming 
language, and supports not only ladder logic or ladder diagrams (LD), but also instruction lists (IL), 
structured text (ST) and function block diagrams (FBD). Additional editors for sequential function 
charts (SFC) and continuous function charts (CFC) are also available. Figure 1 below illustrates the 
components of the CoDeSys environment. 

 
Figure 1:  CoDeSys Application Suite 

The CoDeSys Control Runtime System performs several functions. In addition to running the 
application logic or instructions, it can also provide extended functionality through visualization 
components that may or may not be based on web technology. For this reason, not all devices will 
have the same services enabled within the Device Layer. 

Applications are developed using CoDeSys development tools, and communicate with the target 
device via the Gateway Server. It is a simple procedure to uncover the services used to communicate 
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with the Gateway Server by performing a netstat command on the computer that is used for the 
application development. One such system has been shown in Figure 2 below. You can see that the 
PLC (ip: 192.168.1.1) Control Runtime System is communicating with the Automation Platform (ip: 
192.168.1.10) via TCP port number 2455. 

 
Figure 2:  CoDeSys Gateway Services 

The vulnerabilities disclosed target exploitation of the Control Runtime System via the TCP session 
on the identified port (2455/tcp in this example). The first tool or exploit script shown in Figure 3 is 
a “command-shell” utility, allowing an unauthenticated user (e.g. one with no password) to access 
the target device with the ability to perform privileged operations. This functionality is equivalent to 
running the “PLC-Browser” command from the CoDeSys development environment as illustrated in 
Figure 4. As described in the disclosure details, this “command-shell” differs from the development 
environment because it does not perform mandatory vendor checks normally performed by the 
CoDeSys software that are typically enforced by licensed plug-ins. 
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Figure 3:  Command-Shell Utility Script 

 

 
Figure 4:  CoDeSys Programming System “PLC-Browser” Functionality 
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The second tool included with the disclosure is a “file transfer” tool that allows for reading/writing 
of files from/to the target device’s file system.  Similar functionality exists in the licensed 
programming environment when connected “online” with the target device as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5:  CoDeSys Programming System File Transfer Functionality 

Both tools can be executed remotely, provided the attacker has logical network access to the target 
devices.  

What can an attacker do with this information? 

The public disclosure of these vulnerabilities included sample Python scripts that can be used with a 
variety of operating systems including Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. Python is an open-source 
powerful, dynamic programming language that utilizes a very clear, readable structured syntax. 
These script files can be run directly (see Figure 3), or easily ported to a Metasploit module, or run 
directly within the Meterpreter shell on supported target device operating systems. This makes 
these vulnerabilities exploitable by low skilled attackers, provided they can obtain logical network 
access – which may require significantly greater skills and include advanced pivot-type attacks. 

These vulnerabilities do not pose any risk of creating reverse callback or “covert” communication 
sessions without significant effort to create and download custom application code within the 
CoDeSys Control Runtime System. These authors do not believe that this represents any significant 
risk due to its complexity. 

How easy is it to use these vulnerabilities to attack a system? 

The publically available script files and disclosure details provided via the Digital Bond website 
make it easy to perform any of the stated attacks on the target device.  

In several attempts to use the “command-shell” script in a test environment, the target device 
“locked-up” upon termination of the script resulting in a complete loss-of-control (LoC) and loss-of-
view (LoV) scenario.  
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Is exploit code publically available? 

Yes, the exploit code in the form of a Python script is available through Digital Bond: 

 http://www.digitalbond.com/tools/basecamp/3s-codesys/ 

Are any known viruses/worms or attack tools using these vulnerabilities? 

There are currently no known forms of malware such as viruses, worms, Trojans, or attack tools 
currently using these vulnerabilities. In addition, there are no automated exploit modules 
(Immunity CANVAS/Agora, Metasploit, etc.) utilizing these vulnerabilities as of the date this paper 
was published.  This is likely to change rapidly based on the current high state of awareness 
regarding ICS security. 

Do these vulnerabilities really pose any risk to my ICS infrastructure? 

Vulnerabilities impact risk to an individual in a variety of ways. This is why it is important that an 
organization understand and prioritize these vulnerabilities in order to understand their actual risk 
exposure. This allows them to better implement security controls to defend against any possible 
exploitation. 

The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) was created to allow vulnerabilities to be 
prioritized in an objective manner based on “general” characteristics of the vulnerability, as well as 
“site or system specific” ones. This is accomplished through the CVSS system by means of three (3) 
metrics of scoring. 

The Base metric evaluates the characteristics of vulnerability that are constant with time and 
across multiple user environments – site-to-site and user-to-user. The Temporal metric is used to 
characterize the vulnerability that could change over time, but remains constant across multiple 
user environments. The final Environmental metric represents the characteristics of the 
vulnerability that are relevant and unique to a particular user’s environment. When CVSS scoring is 
developed by external entities, it always includes a Base score, and often includes a Temporal score. 
Since the actual impact of a vulnerability to a particular user is unique, only the end-user can 
calculate the Environmental score. 

Tenable Security has calculated the CVSS score for the two vulnerabilities addressed by this 
disclosure: 

 Unauthenticated Command-line Access 
  Base Score: 10.0   (AV:N / AC:L / Au:N / C:C / I:C / A:C) 
  Temporal Score: 9.5 (E:F / RL:U / RC:ND) 

 Authentication Bypass Directory Traversal 
  Base Score: 7.8  (AV:N / AC:L / Au:N / C:C / I:N / A:N) 
  Temporal Score: 7.4 (E:F / RL:U / RC:ND) 

You may wonder why the Temporal “vectors” are identical, yet the score is not the same. This is 
because there is a correlation between the Base and Temporal components. For this reason, 
calculators have been created to determine appropriate scores. The charts shown in Figures 6 and 7 
have been provided to illustrate the “vectors” that have been assigned to each vulnerability. 

The National Vulnerability Database (NVD) has established a guideline that any CVSS score 7.0-
10.0 shall be classified as “High Severity”. Details on the CVSS system and NVD are provided in the 
References section of this paper.  
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Figure 6:  CVSSv2 Score: Unauthenticated Command-Line Access 

 

           
Figure 7:  CVSSv2 Score: Authentication Bypass Directory Traversal 

 

What are the potential consequences to SCADA and control systems? 

Since these vulnerabilities target the actual field device, a successful attack exploiting either of these 
vulnerabilities could have significant impact to the manufacturing systems under control. Either of 
these attacks could completely compromise the integrity of the device, causing unpredictable 
control actions to be performed, and erroneous data presented to operator visualization 
environments (e.g. the HMI). At a “minimum”, these applications could cause the device to lock-up 
or stop execution resulting in a denial-of-service condition in the form of loss-of-control and/or 
loss-of-view that could potentially impact the production environment under control of the device. 

Affected Systems 
What Control/SCADA Devices are affected? 

Initial disclosure details provided by Digital Bond stated that their vulnerabilities were identified on 
devices running Version 2.3 of the CoDeSys Control Runtime System. 3S has a newer version of the 
runtime, Version 3.0, of which no mention was made as to whether or not this version was also 
vulnerable. 

At this time, it is difficult to know the full extent of the number of field devices that are exposed to 
these vulnerabilities. As many as 261 vendors, many with multiple devices, could be potentially 
exposed to this vulnerability. An interactive device directory of potentially affected services is 
available at: 

http://www.3s-software.com/index.shtml?CoDeSys_device_directory 

What Control/SCADA Devices are NOT affected? 

The authors of this paper had conversations with 3S, as well as some of the affected vendors, and 
have been informed by multiple sources that Version 3.0 is NOT vulnerable to any of the disclosed 
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vulnerabilities. Some of those vendors and products that have been confirmed as NOT vulnerable 
include: 

• ABB AC500 (PM5xx) PLC Family 
• DEIF AWC500 Wind Turbine Controller 
• Hitachi EHV+ Series PLC 
• Schneider Electronic Modicon M238 and M258 Logic Controllers 

On November 15, 2012, ICS-CERT released advisory ICSA-12-320-01 “ABB AC500 PLC Web Server 
Buffer Overflow Vulnerability”. The mentioned CoDeSys Web Server component is a part of the 
Control Runtime System (see Figure 1), but is a separate vulnerability from that mentioned in this 
paper. ABB released an advisory on this vulnerability via their website on April 20, 2012. 

The authors of this paper would like to thank 3S and those vendors who actively communicated the 
status of their products. We are committed to updating this information as more vendors provide 
additional details. 

Detection and Removal 
Anti-virus products 

Since this is not a virus/worm/Trojan, but rather a remote exploit, there are no known detection 
and/or removal products available. These exploits target devices that typically are not installed with 
anti-virus or application control software making it even more difficult to prevent exploitation. 

Intrusion detection products 

It is clear that it is sometimes difficult to “prevent” attacks from occurring on ICS equipment 
without performing a complete device replacement. So, an alternative approach for many is to 
reduce the risk of such an attack by “early detection that minimizes the consequences” rather than 
“completely eliminating the vulnerabilities”. One effective method of doing this is through the use 
of intrusion protection methods. 

Many of the leading network appliance vendors offer intrusion monitoring solutions, as well as 
open-source alternatives including SNORT and the newly introduced Suricata engine. The following 
signatures have been developed based on a SNORT rule syntax and testing using the Security Onion 
network security framework. 

alert tcp any any -> any 2455 (msg:"CoDeSys Unauthenticated Command-
Line Access"; flow:established,to_server; flags:P+; content:"|BB BB 
01 00 00 00 01|"; offset:0; depth:7; classtype:misc-attack; 
reference:url,scadahacker.com/vulndb/ics-vuln-ref-list.html; 
sid:3200001; rev:0;) 

alert tcp any any -> any 2455 (msg:"CoDeSys Authentication Bypass 
Directory Traversal"; flow:established,to_server; flags:P+; 
content:"|BB BB 02 00 00 00 51 10|"; offset:0; depth:8; 
classtype:misc-attack; reference:url,scadahacker.com/vulndb/ics-vuln-
ref-list.html; sid:3200002; rev:0;) 

These simple SNORT rules can be installed on any IDS that supports the SNORT rule syntax and is 
able to perform inspection of all network traffic using the CoDeSys Gateway Server communication 
channel (2455/tcp in this case – many devices use 1200/tcp for this service). They look for 
established sessions that have completed the TCP 3-way handshake signifying that a device has 
been found with a potentially vulnerable service. It then inspects packets that contain the initial 
payload found in the exploit tool and placed at the beginning of the payload. 

A rule could also be created to generate alerts for unknown hosts attempting to enumerate or 
discover devices that could possess these vulnerabilities through the use of SNORT variables. An 
example may include the following: 
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alert tcp !ICS_Engr any -> !ICS_Ctrls 2455 (msg:"CoDeSys Potential 
Recon"; flags:S; classtype:attempted-recon; 
reference:url,scadahacker.com/vulndb/ics-vuln-ref-list.html; 
sid:3200003; rev:0;) 

This rule looks for any device that has not been previously defined as an Engineering Workstation 
(which represents those devices typically installed with the CoDeSys Development applications) 
trying to connect to a Controller using the Gateway Server communication channel (2455/tcp in 
this case). 

When proof-of-concept is disclosed, these signatures can be very straightforward to develop. The 
command shell signature was built by looking in to the Python script file (codesys-shell.py), and 
looking at the payload that the script creates in order to connect to the target device on the given 
port: 

# Takes integer, returns endian-word 
def little_word(val): 
 packed = struct.pack('<h', val) 
 return packed 
def big_word(val): 
 packed = struct.pack('>h', val) 
 return packed 
def connect(host, port): 
 s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM) 
 s.connect((host, port)) 
 s.send("\xbb\xbb\x01\x00\x00\x00\x01") 
 try: 
  data = s.recv(1024) 
  print "Debug: connected!" 
 except: 
  print "Debug: connection failed...:(" 
  exit(1) 
 return s 

When scripts are not provided, signatures can also be developed using network sniffing tools like 
tcpdump to extract the communications and analyze the payload used in the exploit. 

Vulnerability Management Solutions 
Vulnerability management solutions can provide some assistance to end-users of potentially 
vulnerable devices by allowing them to “test” as to whether or not their devices contain the 
disclosed weaknesses. One of the more popular vulnerability scanners is the Nessus product by 
Tenable Network Security. One reason Nessus has popularity with ICS vulnerability management 
solutions is that they have a dedicated set of SCADA “plug-ins” which can analyze target hosts 
against approximately 108 known vulnerabilities covering a large range of ICS system vendors. 

Tenable has released the following plug-ins (see Figure 8) to assist in identifying potentially 
vulnerable hosts against the CoDeSys Control Runtime System vulnerabilities: 

• CoDeSys PLC Runtime System Detection (plug-in 62795) 
• CoDeSys Authentication Bypass Directory Traversal (plug-in 62796) 
• CoDeSys Unauthenticated Command-line Access (plug-in 62797) 

The authors of this paper worked closely with Tenable Support to validate the results generated by 
these plugins when used to evaluate known vulnerable targets. Figure 9 below represents the results 
of a vulnerability scan against a Wago 750-841 with CoDeSys v2.3. In this example, Nessus 
successfully identify the CoDeSys service running and one “critical” vulnerability. Figure 10 
illustrates the output from the plugin where it generates information similar to directly running the 
Python script shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 8:  Nessus Vulnerability Scanner with SCADA Plug-ins for CoDeSys 

 

 
Figure 9:  Nessus Vulnerability Scanner Results against Wago 750-841 

Initial evaluation of these plug-ins using the Nessus Professional Feed (these plug-ins are not 
available with the free Home Feed) has been unsuccessful in generating any alerts when run against 
a known vulnerable host. Tenable Support has been contacted and we hope to correct this problem 
shortly. 

 
Figure 10:  Nessus Vulnerability Scanner Plugin Details  
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Available Patches or Updates 
As of November 16, 2012, 3S Software has not released any patch to mitigate these vulnerabilities. 
The stated position of 3S is that they  

“do not offer any standard tools in CoDeSys which are to protect the controller from a 
serious cyber attack. … The implementation of standard security mechanisms (firewall, VPN 
access) is an absolute must when operating a PLC runtime on a controller accessible through 
the Internet.” 

Compensating Controls 
Compensating controls are actions that will not correct the underlying issue, but will help block 
known attack vectors for systems where no patch is available or the patch has not yet been installed. 
Compensating controls also provide an additional level of security in critical systems where patches 
have been installed. The following are six (6) suggested compensating controls for affected systems: 

1.  Use of Industrial Firewalls to Restrict Engineering Functions 

All of these vulnerabilities represent a significant risk to the integrity of the target device running 
the CoDeSys Control Runtime System, and could potentially compromise the entire control system 
using simple attack techniques. The disclosed attack vectors can be difficult to detect or prevent 
since they are using "valid" communications with the targeted device.   

Engineering activities, such as device program modification, firmware download, and stop/start 
mode changes represent significant risk if they are performed in an unauthorized or 
unauthenticated manner. For this reason, a secure ICS network design should include a firewall 
that is implemented with a specific rule set that allows traffic associated with engineering functions 
to only occur between hosts authorized to perform these functions. To determine the port(s) 
needed, contact your device vendor or use a firewall offering automated learning features.  

Figure 11 below illustrates how a simple rule has been created for the Tofino Security Appliance that 
limits traffic to the PLC using the CoDeSys Gateway Server to only the Engineering Workstation via 
Rule “A”. 

  
Figure 11:  Firewall Rule: Restricting Engineering Access 

B"

A"
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The use of industrial firewalls is recommended due to the high-risk exposure of these engineering 
services from not only less-trusted remote networks, but also the local trusted control system 
networks that could become the target of a “local, inside attack”i.  

2.  Use of Industrial Firewalls to Prevent Specific Vulnerabilities 

In addition to restricting access to engineering functions as described in Item 1 above, it is also 
desirable to add an additional layer of protection and establish defense-in-depth by specifically 
blocking any communications that contain the signature of the exploit script used against these 
vulnerabilities. 

There are few devices on the market in 2012 that are capable of performing any form of content or 
“deep packet inspection” of the hundreds of ICS protocols in use. However, Tofino Security has 
embedded within their Security Appliances the ability to create “Special Rules” that can be 
developed to target specific traffic and this prevents malicious packets from traversing through the 
firewall that may have otherwise been allowed. Using only compensating control #1, the 
Engineering Workstation could in fact issue malicious commands. However, by implementing this 
“Special Rule” that looks for specific signatures within the communication packets, the Engineering 
Workstation can be secured in such a manner as to allow all standard engineering functions 
through the firewall while preventing the malicious scripts from sending out packets to the target. 
This is shown in Figure 11 via Rule “B”. 

3.  Minimize Network Exposure of Vulnerable Systems 

Due to the extent of these vulnerabilities, and how they can impact not only the availability and 
integrity of the control device, but also the safety of the manufacturing process under control, 
external or remote access from less-trusted networks should be severely restricted or eliminated. 
Less-trusted networks include both public networks like the Internet, as well as general-purpose 
office networks, which may have access to the Internet. 

If external communications are required, industrial firewalls should be utilized between networks, 
and should contain rule sets that significantly limit the external hosts that are allowed to 
communicate with the vulnerable devices. For the allowed hosts, communications should be 
restricted to just the services/ports which are used in critical communications. Considerable 
security risk is present if host-to-host communication is filtered on IP address alone, so additional 
port/service rules are essential. 

4.  Create Dedicated Security Zones of Vulnerable Devices 

It is not uncommon for a site to have significant numbers of the same field control device. When 
these devices are implemented in a traditional network scheme, it can often be difficult to protect 
and defend all similar vulnerable devices. One effective compensating control that can be used is to 
“group” or “segregate” all of the vulnerable devices into a dedicated network “zone”. Ideally this 
zone would be physically isolated from the remaining zones. However, as a minimum, the use of 
virtual LANs (VLAN) could be used to implement isolation utilizing the given network 
infrastructure. 

If this technique is used, attention can be focused on protecting the communication “conduit” that 
is used to connect this vulnerable zone from the zones containing the other control equipment. This 
conduit can then be implemented with additional security controls such as those mentioned earlier, 
with minimal additional expense. 

                                                   

i The Tofino Security Appliance installed with the Tofino Firewall and Tofino Secure Asset 
Management LSMs (Loadable Software Modules) is specifically designed to provide this level of 
protection from unknown threats. If Modbus/TCP or OPC communications are used in the control 
network, then the Tofino Modbus or OPC Enforcer LSMs are also recommended. For additional 
details see: http://www.tofinosecurity.com/products.   
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5.  Install an Intrusion Detection System 

IDS systems are security monitoring solutions designed to detect network messages that match 
known vulnerability signatures. As noted earlier, a number of IDS vendors offer appliances that 
support the SNORT rule syntax, and allow simple rules to be created that detect potential attempts 
at exploiting the stated vulnerabilities. We strongly recommend that users of products built with the 
CoDeSys Application Suite install an IDS product on their control network and monitor it regularly.  

6.  Regularly Check Security Perimeter Device Log Files 

Significant information can be determined by looking at log files in perimeter devices (such as 
firewalls), paying particular attention to “denied” access attempts to the trusted control system 
network using those services necessary for the CoDeSys Gateway Server (2245/TCP in this 
example). These failed attempts could point to a potential attacker trying to gain logical network 
access and exploit the vulnerabilities. 

7.  Monitor Vendor Support Site for Applicable Patches 

These vulnerabilities are expected to extend beyond a broad range of field devices. This could mean 
that even if 3S releases a patch, OEM vendors may not have validated or endorsed the 
recommended remediation. In all cases, we suggest that users contact their applicable device 
manufacturer or representative for instructions on distribution and installation of any patches as 
they become available. 

Frequently Asked Questions 
What is a Command Shell?  

A Command Shell provides a low-level interface into a computing environment or operating system 
“kernel” which can be used to enter specific commands necessary to perform certain functions like 
listing contents on a filesystem, copying files, deleting or removing files, and rebooting operating 
systems. The most prevalent command shell is the familiar Windows Command Prompt that is 
displayed when a user runs cmd.exe in a Windows environment. 

Commands shells exist in most control and SCADA environments. However, they are intentionally 
“hidden” from users in order to prevent unauthorized or unintentional operations from being 
executed.  

Who is Smart Software Solutions (3S) and what products do they offer? 

Smart Software Solutions (3S) was founded in 1994 in Germany. Their core products include the 
CoDeSys (Controller Development System) IEC 611313 programming system for professional 
application development in the industrial automation field, and the CoDeSys Control platform 
independent controller system. 3S offers a range of integrated product extensions for motion 
control and visualization.  

CoDeSys is used in virtually all sectors of the automation industry by manufactures of industrial 
controllers or intelligent automation devices, by end users, and by system integrators who offer 
automation solutions based on CoDeSys. 

What is a zero-day vulnerability? 

Zero-day vulnerabilities or “0 days” (commonly pronounced “oh days”) are those weaknesses or 
flaws within the affected product that are previously unknown to the manufacturer until they are 
either disclosed publically or exploited as part of an attack on the targeted product. This means that 
the manufacturer has had “zero days” to address and patch the flaw before it can or has been 
exploited. 
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How do I find out if a device I currently use in vulnerable? 

Smart Software Solutions (3S) has an extensive Device Directory available online which provides 
the ability to cross-reference an OEM device type to the CoDeSys Application Suite. If you find that 
you may have a potentially vulnerable device, it is recommended that you contact your OEM 
manufacturer or representative for guidance. 
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